
ASHLEY RIVER  
FITNESS CHALLENGE 

PART 2: Daily Wellness Challenge 

 
 **Post your pictures each day to social media and add the hashtag #arcaspirit** 

Day Exercise/Activity  Grade Level Challenge  

Monday  Forearm Plank  K&1   20 second holds...try this 9 times! 

2&3    30 second holds...try this 8 times! 

4&5    30 second holds...try this 12 times! 

Planks are exercises that are completely stationary. Students start with their forearms 
and toes touching the ground. Their bodies must remain straight from the back of their 
head to their heels.  

 

Tuesday Sit Ups  K&1 10 sit-ups… try this 5 times!  

2&3 15 sit-ups… try this 5 times!  

4&5 20 sit-ups… try this 5 times!  

Sit ups start with students lying on their backs with their knees slightly bent and feet on 
the floor. The arms can either be raised above their head or crossed in front of their 
chest. Using their abdominal muscles, students should raise their upper body off the 
ground, curling upward and forward. Touch the elbows to the knees, then lay back 
down. Feet should stay in contact with the ground throughout.  



Wednesday  Stretch and Eat Healthy All Grades 

Eating Healthy and stretching are important parts of overall health and fitness. 
Remember that with stretching we do not want the students bouncing, instead they find 
a stretching position and hold in place for a slow count to 10. For stretching find 3 ways 
to stretch your leg muscles, these can be done standing or sitting. Also find 3 ways to 
stretch your arm muscles. For eating healthy, please try to eat a portion of vegetables 
today and also a portion of fruit. Try not to eat any cookies, cake, chips or candy today. 

 

 

Thursday      Mountain Climbers  

K&1 25 Mountain Climbers... try this 4 times!  

2&3    25 Mountain Climbers... try this 10 times! 

4&5 25 Mountain Climbers... try this 20 times! 

Mountain Climbers are exercises that can be done standing up or bent at the waist with 
hands on the ground. Students should get into a starting position for a running race with 
one foot forward and one foot behind. Students will then jump straight up and switch 
their feet, landing on two feet. The switching of feet is done each time they jump and 
they MUST always land on both feet at the same time.. 

 

Friday Line Jumps K&1 10 line jumps... try this 7 times! 

2&3 20 line jumps... try this 8 times! 

4&5 30 line jumps... try this 10 times! 

Students should find a line on the ground. This could be a line in the sidewalk, a line on 
a wooden floor, or a tile floor or even a line that they draw with chalk. Students should 
start behind the line and begin by jumping forward in front of the line, then jump 
backwards over the line again. This should be repeated until a set is completed.  The 
line jumps can also be completed by jumping side to side over the line.  


